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Abstract—Recent evolutions in web technology and computer 

science provide environmental community in expanding 

resources for data collection and analysis. Today, people are 

facing challenges to the design of analysis methods, workflows, 

and interaction with data sets. Data integration is one of older 

research fields in database area. It is consists of three types of 

data; structured data, semi-structured data and unstructured 

data. Web pages is a part of semi-structured data. In this paper, 

we briefly introduce the problem of data extraction from web 

pages focus on images. We also discuss the evolution of 

extraction images from semi-structured to structured format 

using WEIDJ (Wrapper for extraction Images using Document 

Object Model (DOM) and JavaScript Object Notation Data 

(JSON) approach). An experiment was conducted on same 

website using different approach JSON and DOM to show the 

comparison of time performance. 

 

Index Terms—Document Object Model, JSON, Semi-

Structured Data, WEIDJ. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Big data represents a new era in data exploration. It is a 

large of data set that need tools or applications for data 

processing purpose. Data is tamed and understood using 

computer and mathematical models. These models are useful 

for understanding, but they have their limitations. Today, the 

world is experiencing a dynamic change in technologies, 

economies and societies. Empowering rural women in Setiu 

Wetlands by promoting women’s entrepreneurship using e-

business has been keyed out as an important approach to 

improve living standards and further sustainable 

development. There is a large volume of information 

available to be mined from the empowerment of women's 

activities via their web pages. The information on the web is 

contained in the form of structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured data. Those data can be transformed into 

meaningful information records. Such information records 

like demographic profile, economic activities in each village 

are important to be managed properly and store in a central 

database. It is necessary to extract such information records 

to provide relevant information needed by the decision 

makers for developing new policy about Women’s activities. 

Certain information needs to be combined or integrated to 

gain a more comprehensive and meaningful. The integrated 

information also can be used for querying and reporting a 

comparative business activity.  

The goal for data integration is aiming combination of 

multiple information systems in similar domain to provide 

users the illusions of interacting in single information 

systems. Generally, information systems are not designed to 

be integrated and combined. Data from different sources may 

not fit together. Certain techniques and approaches need to be 

consider while the goal is always to provide a homogenous, 

unified view on data from different sources.  

Data extraction is an emerging area of data integration that 

offers various theories, techniques and tools for processing 

large volumes of data. The growing volume of semi-

structured data that is available in world wide web has 

enhanced this curiosity. Every webpage has different images 

in different domain. There are several issues that need to be 

focused in web data extraction; i. how to extract images 

automatically from web pages without failure? ii. the 

difficulty to extract images from different unified resource 

locator (url) locations in one extraction process, iii. What 

approach is suitable to extract images in large volumes data 

and speedy? 

There have been lots of techniques have been proposed in 

web data extraction [1-3]. The relevant information can be 

extracted by processor engine for web pages. Manjaramkar 

and Lokhande [4] agree that extraction information must be 

presented in structured format for record management. The 

performance of search engine can be increased due of the time 

consuming and memory allocation in storing irrelevant 

content. There exist other techniques that make use of the 

DOM structure [5, 6]. Many researches use Document Object 

Model (DOM) to clean, improve or transform the original 

web page but our research using DOM to identify the page 

level. This approach is different from others. Our approach 

will be discussed further in WEIDJ. 

This research aims to establish a data integration 

middleware which can extract multimedia data types from 

web and export to multimedia database. This research 

embarks on the following objectives: i.to study the concept of 

multiple types semi-structured data for data integration 

process, ii.to develop a significant multiple types semi-

structured data integration framework, iii.to develop specific 

algorithm for high availability semi-structured data 

integration processing and iv.to test and evaluate the accuracy 

and performance of the newly proposed framework. This 

paper propose algorithm for semi-structured data integration 

to extract images from single web page. 

In this paper, Section II will discuss the related work. Then, 

we will show the perspective of JSON in Section III and the 

design of our model WEIDJ in detail in section IV. The 

experimental results will be discussed in Section V. Finally, 

Section VI will conclude the paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

Commercial websites such as portal sites, news and e-

commerce contain much irrelevant and redundant 
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information. It has been approved that around 50% of the 

content web page is generally irrelevant [7]. Irrelevant 

information mainly logo, table of contents, footers and 

headers are known as noisy of web page. There is a need to 

find a potential method for detecting main content of a web 

page without focusing on irrelevant information. Content 

extraction is a process of identifying main content blocks 

depends on user request. There have been so many studies 

about extracting data from web documents and numerous 

methods that have been developed [2, 4, 8, 9]. Many 

applications use the JSON approach to exchange data [10, 

11]. People nowadays more comfortable return valuable 

information in simple way. Previous work shows people is 

convenient to extract data using DOM technique [5, 6], 

algorithm [12, 13], and wrapper [14-17]. JSON is knowns as 

schema less data format that is easy for computer to parse and 

use data [18].  

Vagač, et al. [19] present automatic processing of 

traceology objects (APTO) to extract images from Internet. 

The main purpose of this work is to identify shoe 

manufacturer and brand according to foot print obtained at 

crime scene. 

Kanaoka, et al. [20] propose a tool called Ducky, a semi-

automatic web wrapper, which acts as a mediator tool that can 

extract data from web sources and translates them into 

structured data. The extraction process based on simple data 

extraction rule and consists of several parameters: unified 

resource locator (url) of the webpage, CSS selectors and so 

on. This study focus on text extraction not only single page 

but also hierarchical structured web sites. 

Abidin, et al. [21] state that the unstructured data such as 

multimedia files, documents, spreadsheets, news, emails, 

memorandums, reports and web pages are difficult to capture 

and store in the common of this work is to database storage. 

Even there are many tools and techniques that proved to be 

successful in transforming unstructured data to valuable 

information but it simply do not work when it comes to 

unstructured or semi-structured data. 

Derouiche, et al. [22] discuss that techniques or approaches 

for automatic extraction and integration of complex 

structured data from web pages is very important so that the 

process can be done fast and effectively. Ferrara, et al. [23] 

summarize many extractor and wrapper for web data 

extraction but there are lack tools to extract semi-structured 

data focusing on image from web pages then store it into 

database using JSON approach. Performance of extracting 

web page content can be increased by only processing 

relevant information [1]. These applications make users feel 

easier to access the relevant information in timely manner. 

 

III. JAVASCRIPT OBJECT NOTATION (JSON) 

 

The development of web applications has become 

attractive disciplined in the web environment. The use and 

composition of different of API technology is very important 

and influent applications. This issue need to be dealt to 

discover JSON approach based on the web. In recent years, a 

new technology, JSON based on web applications has been 

spreading the web environment. JSON stands for JavaScript 

Object Notation, is a lightweight data-interchange format. It 

is self-describing and easy to understand. It is easy for 

humans to read and write. It is also easy for machines to parse 

and generate data. Attractive interface of website is very 

important to be competitive among web applications but their 

contents also attract user attention for further beneficial 

purpose.  

Today, JSON is applied in web applications for various 

purpose include data extraction. Webpage consists of large 

volume of multimedia data [24, 25]. That is the reason why 

web data extraction becomes challenging task to mine the 

data from web page. The performance of data extraction 

should be speedy and efficient in handling multimedia data. 

A suitable approach is required to deal with this issue. JSON, 

DOM and XML are different technologies that have been 

developed to solve different problems. They are designed for 

different purpose. Table 1 discussed different technologies of 

JSON, DOM and XML. 

 
Table 1 

Units for Magnetic Properties 

 

JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON) 

Document Object 

Model (DOM) 

eXtensible Markup 

Language (XML) 

• JSON is a 

lightweight, text 

based format can 

be used for data 
interchange 

format. 

• it is human 

readable 

• DOM is used for 

manipulating 

and representing 

html and xml 
documents. 

• XML is designed 

to store and 

transport data. 

• It is readable for 

human and 

machine. 

• XML is more 

complex 
compare to 

JSON. 

 

This research proposes the information integration 

algorithm for data extraction focus on semi-structured data 

such as image, video, audio and text by using Document 

Object Model (DOM) and JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON). Based on the proposed integration models, a 

mediator tool called as a wrapper will be developed as 

experimental to extract semi-structured data from 

heterogeneous source like web pages. Experiments will be 

conducted on Setiu Wetlands web site and biodiversity web 

pages dataset for testbed [26]. 

We apply DOM as a part of our method. Our objective is 

to detect images from web page, extract images in structured 

format such as in tabular form and store them into single 

multimedia database. The implementation is also different. 

The pre-processor will filter the similarity of images either 

there is a similar image or not. So, we construct repetitive 

algorithm to filter the similarity file of images. We focus on 

extracting all images and mine image details into tabular 

format using JSON environment. Then user can select the 

relevant images to be stored in database. All stored images 

will be indexed before stored in database to avoid similarity 

file name and redundancy records. Based on this process, we 

already extract semi-structured data (images) to structured 

format (tabular data). After that, we can manipulate data 

using Database Management System (DBMS). Details of our 

model will be discussed in next section, WEIDJ Model. 

 

IV.  WEIDJ MODEL 

 

In this paper, we propose a mediator tool call WEIDJ 

(Wrapper for Extraction Images using Document Object 

Model (DOM) and JavaScript Object Notation Data (JSON) 

approach). This tool aims to extract images according to 

unified resource locator (url) and mine image details then 

presents images in structured format before storing them into 

multimedia database. Figure1 shows the flowchart of the 

WEIDJ algorithm [27]. 
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Figure 1: The WEIDJ flowchart 
 

Figure 2 shows WEIDJ algorithm that has been proposed 

in our research. This algorithm applies DOM to structure the 

html documents in hierarchical structure. Then visual 

segmentation blocks are developed for html page to check 

available element of images in each block. This approach is 

important to make sure all required images can be extracted 

without failure. JSON environment approach is applied in 

extracting images. Other rules like filtering similar filename 

and removing noisy images such as logo and button are to be 

considered to make sure images that has been extracted are 

valuable information. At last, final images and their details 

will be display in tabular format before users can store them 

into multimedia database. 

 
Algorithm 1: Extraction Images 

INPUT Web pages 

STEP 1 Create DOM tree structure for each web page 

STEP 2 Create visual segmentation block for each web page 

based on pattern rules. 

STEP 3 Apply JSON approach in extracting multimedia element. 

STEP 4 Avoid extracting similar image. 

STEP 5 Remove noisy images  

STEP 6 List all extracted images with details in tabular format 

OUTPUT Store images in multimedia database. 

 

Figure 2: The WEIDJ Algorithm 
 

Some JSON formats use nested structures to simply group 

data together. Figure 3 shows an example of web API images 

extraction and their properties using JSON environment. 
 

 
Figure 3: Image extraction using JSON coding 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

A data extraction engine need to be able to extract all the 

data that are required from web page. We need to define the 

unified resource locator (url) of the web page where the 

objective data is located. This is initial process to extract data 

from a specific web page. Figure 4 shows Setiu Wetlands web 

page namely WWF- Malaysia. WWF stands for World Wide 

Fund for Nature. It was formerly known as the World 

Wildlife Fund but adopted its current name to show that it 

also works on other environmental issues, and not just 

wildlife. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Setiu Wetlands web page 

 

A sample image extraction from WWF web page is shown 

in Figure 5. The extraction process done using DOM 

approach. The extracting process will mine images and their 

information and transform them into tabular format. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Image extraction using DOM approach for Setiu Wetlands 

homepage. 
 

Figure 6 shows image extraction using JSON approach. The 

concept of extraction is same to extract images information 

into structure format but JSON is speedy than DOM. 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of time extraction 

processing between DOM and JSON approach in extracting 

images from Setiu wetland web page. 

An example using biodiversity site: 

http://www.biodiversityexplorer.org/ as shown in Figure 8. 

This web page focuses on the links between biodiversity, 

conservation and local people's livelihoods. It is organized by 

International Institute for Environment and Development 

(IEED).  

 

 

 

 $json_url = $json_url_path.$_REQUEST['url']; 

<thead> 

 <tr> 
 <th>Select</th> 

  <th>No</th> 

  <th>Link</th> 
 <th>Image</th> 

 <th>Size</th> 

 <th>Time Processing</th> 

</tr> 

</thead> 

foreach ($value as $key => $val) { 
 //echo $key . '=>' . $val['src']. '<br/>'; 

 //var_dump($val); 

 $img_url = $val['src']; 
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Figure 6: Image extraction using JSON approach for Setiu Wetlands 
homepage. 

 
 

Figure 7: Time performance for image extraction using JSON and DOM 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Biodiversity explorer web page 
 

This web is used as a platform for organizer to provide 

various information such as promoting sustainable 

development to improve livelihoods and protect the 

environment on which these livelihoods are built. Many 

valuable information such as text and images can be found in 

this web page. The main motivation for this paper is to extract 

images and mine image details such as images, links of 

images, size of images and store selected images in single 

multimedia database. In ideal scenario, if people want to save 

image, it can be extracted manually. People can extract them 

manually by saving each image as many as possible. But how 

to extract and mine images manually if there are large of 

volume images? Therefore, another solution must be 

developed to extract images automatically to reduce time 

consuming. The important part of extraction system is 

database of records. This is because the records that have 

been extracted and saved can be used for beneficial purpose 

such as documentation, analyze reports and so on. 

An experimental has been done to extract image using 

different approach. This experimental is important to identify 

the characteristics of DOM and JSON such as the ability to 

extract images and time taken for extraction process. Figure 

9 shows the experimental of image extraction using JSON 

approach. The extraction of semi-structured data, images will 

be displayed in tabular format as shown in Figure 8. There are 

six fields in the table; column to select images, the number of 

images, image, size of image and time for extraction 

processing. After extraction process, user can select images 

that want to be stored in database. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Image extraction using JSON 

 

Figure 10 shows image extraction using DOM approach. In 

Figure 10, image cannot be retrieved as detail as Figure 8. 

This is the limitation of extraction using simple DOM. There 

are certain images that cannot be extracted. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Image extraction using DOM 

 

As a result, Figure 11 shows comparison based on time 

performance for image extraction using JSON and DOM. 

This graph shows JSON can extract images in speedy than 

DOM. The result of image extraction consists of 51 images 

includes of noisy images. The objective data was extracted by 

defining url in the configuration rules for both techniques; 

JSON and DOM. Some specific noisy images are contained 

in web pages such as logo and buttons are also extracted 

because of the structure of html documents. A mediator tool 

call Wrapper for Extraction Images using Document Object 

Model (DOM) and JavaScript Object Notation Data (JSON) 

approach WEIDJ will be developed and discussed in future 

work to overcome those limitations. 
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Figure 11: Time performance for image extraction using JSON and DOM 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The summary from the findings, we can conclude that 

extensive research need to be focused on how to integrate and 

extract semi-structured data focusing on images from multi-

sources. It also focusses on arranging the extracted data in a 

tabular format then how to store them automatically into 

database from multi-web pages. The combination of both 

techniques should ensure data extraction process can be done 

fast and effectively. 

This paper proposes an alternative approach to extract 

images from semi-structured web pages automatically. The 

propose technique is to hybrid between JSON and DOM in 

extracting data. In this paper, users need to specify the target 

of unified resource locator (url). This research aims the 

extraction target of structured data images from web pages 

details in tabular format. The advantages of having specific 

extraction target are avoidance of unnecessary process in 

extraction and improvise of the quality of extraction. 

This paper validates the result through the experimental of 

images extraction process using two techniques; JSON and 

DOM. We test the input for different domain as discussed in 

section result and discussion. The process for extraction is 

time consuming, this research working on the enhancement 

of WEID algorithm which will extract images of web pages 

in efficient way. 

Future work, by leveraging the input description using 

mediator tool called as WEIDJ, our tool harvest more real-

world situation without failure. The prototype tool, WEIDJ 

could be further enhanced by integrating heterogeneous 

sources for input descriptions. Then the data extraction that 

stored in multimedia database could be manipulate into any 

manageable forms such as reports, statistics, documentation 

and others. 
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